Mr. N层次 Jones,
Department of Anthropology,
University of Sydney,
SYDNEY,
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Greetings N层次,

Enclosed herewith is the revised manuscript which you helped me write at Rocky Cape. I have sent away the charcoal we extracted from bottom of site 9. The charcoal from site 2 is also being processed. Both are by Geochron. Their dates will have to be inserted later. The three drawings are in a separate roll. Please examine this paper and, if nothing glaringly is wrong, pass it on to the editor of Mankind. Please feel free to fix any minor errors.

Also enclosed herewith are the aerial photos I promised two months ago. The West Point area is covered by a stereo-pair. The site, a mile north of lighthouse, is readily seen. The site, a half mile south, can also be found with some effort. It faces south and breaks up against higher ground. A sandy depression is east of mound. Only one photo of Rocky Cape was taken, so no stereoview is possible. Notice that the tide is out and no fish trap is visible. Clearly the semi-circle of stones was built by the aborigines after 12/4/47.

Inside the roll of drawings are two small salt shakers. These contain items which I stored from debris when excavating the charcoal. These flakes and fish bones were intimately associated with my charcoal at site 16. Also in the roll are two bums donated by Mr. Bennett. These were found about half way down our pit. One seems to be a spatula, the other is merely a broken leg bone.

Let us keep in touch.

Best wishes,

[Signatures: Scott Baker]